
     
Repacking your printer
1. Turn off the printer; remove the power cord.    

2. Remove the media tray(s).  Repack them for shipping or storage in 
their original shipping boxes.  
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3. With the front and right side doors open, remove the fuser and 
imaging unit; immediately repack them for shipping or storage in 
their original shipping boxes.

Caution The imaging unit is extremely light sensitive; keep its light 
exposure to a minimum (less than 45 seconds).  Also, keep it 
upright to avoid spilling any waste toner.

4. Remove the four toner cartridges; replace the protective cover for 
each cartridge; repack them for shipping or storage in their 
original shipping boxes.

5. Carefully remove the waste bin; empty the waste toner into a 
plastic bag that you seal and dispose of as normal office waste; 
replace the waste bin in the printer. 
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6. Wipe off any loose toner in and around the printer.

Note If a toner vacuum is available, it is the best tool for cleaning 
spilled toner.  Do not use a standard office vacuum; the toner will 
not be retained by typical vacuum dust collectors.

7. Close all doors and secure them with adhesive tape.  If you don’t 
have a Lower Tray Assembly, read ahead to Step 9.

8. If you have a Lower Tray Assembly:

a. Lift the printer up and away from the Lower Tray Assembly.

Warning The printer weighs about 39 kg. (86 lbs.) and the Lower Tray 
Assembly weighs 14 kg (31 lbs.).  Observe standard 
precautions for lifting heavy objects.

b. Repack the Lower Tray Assembly in its original shipping box.        
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Note To keep your warranty valid, you must first remove the fuser, toner cartridges, 
and imaging unit, then ship the printer in its Tektronix shipping box with the 
appropriate packing materials.  Call Tektronix at 1-800-835-6100 or call your 
nearest Tektronix dealer if you need a replacement box.  Also, if you are 
returning the printer for service, call Tektronix or your nearest Tektronix dealer 
for a return authorization number.

9. Repack any other accessories in the original Tektronix 
shipping box.

10. Repack the printer in the original Tektronix shipping box.  Make 
sure that you keep the printer level when moving.
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